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A new year often brings new goals and new ideas
for our lives. For the WMQG, a new year brings a
new president. I am truly humbled and honored to
fill this role. I hope I serve you well. Though I am
serving

as

president,

I

know

the

guild

cannot

succeed without the members and committees of
the guild. I picture the guild as a quilt. The quilt has
many key parts that make it work, like a guild has
lots of parts that make it work.

To make a quilt, pieces of fabric (members) are
needed

to

be

sewn

together

into

blocks

(committees, officer positions, etc.). These blocks
are then sewn together to make a quilt. However,
without a piece of the quilt, we are not complete.

Our guild has a lot of upcoming events where we
could use your help. You might be thinking “But Lisa,
I only have 2-3 hours every couple months I can
help, will that really be useful?” The answer is YES!
If every guild member gave an average of 6 hours a
year

(30

minutes

a

difference.

(Continued on next page)

month)

it

would

make

a

big

Could you give 6 hours to work on a Quilt of Valor? (Talk to Louisa)

Do you have 2-3 hours you can assist with Quilts on the Grand? Maybe you could
volunteer and then have the rest of the time to explore the show. (Talk with Karen
Lawrence)

You can find more ideas of areas we could use help on the list of committees and
officers or please ask. Please let us know what area you would like to help with so
we can get you plugged in.

Do you know someone who is not connected with a guild? Remember you can bring
a guest FREE of charge once a year. Then, after that, if you want to bring a guest,
there is a small fee for each guest. I am making it a goal this year to bring a guest or
two. We need to introduce folks to our guild so they can see what we do for the
community, the things we learn, the encouragement and support we receive from
one another and hopefully choose to join us regularly. (The wide variety of charity
work the guild participates in is what largely drew me to the guild.)

I,

of

course,

could

not

end

this

without

taking

the

opportunity

to

thank

Nancy

Rofelsma for all the years she served as guild president. I was worried, with her
stepping down as president, that she may leave us. But, I need not worry. I recently
heard her talking about continuing to serve on the show committee and other areas
of interest to her.

Nancy, on behalf of the guild I would like to give you a big heart-felt THANK YOU! for
your years of service to the guild and as president. ( I am personally grateful you will
still be around so I can pick your brain as needed.)

Proud to serve you all,

Lisa Watson Guild President
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Upcoming Events - January 2022
Beth Helfter - Lecture
Give it a Scrap Slap
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:00 p.m.
As a mostly scrappy designer, Beth prefers to dig into her stash to
create designs that appeal to her senses of color and value, using
as many different fabrics as possible. Keeping to just a few color
families in each quilt palette is one of her best tricks to keeping
scrappy quilts from getting too out of hand but allowing them to
sing

with

tone

and

movement.

As

a

member

of

Quiltmaker

Magazine's 2014 Scrap Squad, she recreated a design from each
of six issues using only scraps, and was able to bring out different
secondary designs and block highlights simply by adding more tone
and value, as scrap quilts will do. Since founding EvaPaige Quilt
Designs
patterns

in

2005,

and

her

she

has

work

published

has

been

a

vast

featured

range
in

of

various

scrappy
quilting

magazines and on well known quilting websites.

Zoom Class: Exploring Half Square Triangles
Wednesday, January 26 6:00pm - 9:00pm
Accordion Sewn HSTs have created a whole revelation in half
square triangle making, where everyone doesn't need a twin,
scrap quilts fully realize the potential of their variety, and blocks
can be created just by ordering fabrics within accordions for
perfect placement of color and fabric.

The link below will take you to Beth's website where you will
register for the class.

Register Now
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Upcoming Events - March
Sally Manke- Lecture
Trunk Show
Traditional and Art Quilts
Tuesday, March 22, 2022
This lecture will be in person at the Calvary Reformed Church.
Show

includes

including

their

a

large

collection

inspiration

and

of

fun

art

info.

and

traditional

Enjoy

a

quilts

light-hearted

presentation including information on how the quilts were made,
special materials used and any tips for you to create your own.
Watch

a

parade

of

actual

quilts

using

confetti

art,

raw

edge

appliqué, fiber painting and crazy mixed media techniques. All art
quilts are all original designs to inspire your next work.

Workshop: Lone Pine Art Quilt
Wednesday, March 23
9:00am-4:00pm
Master
fibers

new
to

techniques

create

a

while

winter

exploring

woodland

unique

art

quilt.

Novelty thread, yarns, fabric, roving, Sari silk and
tulle are used to establish depth with a distant
background and textural foreground. Finish with
a

full,

vibrant

storybook

tree

or

one

closer

to

Charlie Brown's. Learn how techniques used in
class can be applied to an array of future quilts.
(Kit

available

$40

includes

Backing,

batting,

background, novelty thread, yarns, fabric, roving,
Sari silk and tulle)

Register Now
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BLOCK PARTY
When you sew a block to contribute, you are in a lottery
to win a set of blocks. Make and bring to the meeting
as many as you'd like to ener increase your odds of
winning.

For January, we are making a Walk In The Woods Pine
Tree blocks.

Download Pattern Here

Quilts of Valor
Greetings!!!
Planning for our show in April is in process. We could use your help!

There will be Quilts of Valor presentations throughout our event, supporting the Quilts
of Valor Foundation mission to “cover Service Members and Veterans touched by war
with comforting and healing Quilts of Valor.”

In order to hold these celebrations, we need lots more quilts (approximately 50!). Think
red, white and blue fabric - 100% quilting cotton fabric. Approximate size for a twin
bed - 70” x 90”. Don’t forget to make a pillowcase. Each quilt will have a label, which
we will provide.

For more information, please contact Louisa Renkema Raguckis at
louisasews@yahoo.com. Thank you for helping us!
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Quilts on the Grand
Volunteers:
The Show Committee will
be sending out an email
from SignUp Genius
soon. There are lots of
ways to participate.

Quilt Entries:
The

deadline

extended

has

for

a

been

couple

more weeks. If you have a
quilt
enter,
more
lots
quilts.

that
we

you

wish

need

judged
more
Show

to

a

few

quilts

and

exhibition
us

what

you’ve been sewing!!!

Karen Giles
Show Chair
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Neonatal Quilt
Instructions
• Fabrics used must be 100% cotton
or 100% cotton flannel.

• Any pattern you choose is great!

Quilt Show
Raffle Tickets

• Quilts should not be smaller than
36” x 36” and no larger than 42” x
42.” Note the change in size as
incubators are now larger! Also,

Raffle tickets for the April quilt
show will be available for pick-up
at the January meeting.

they do not need to be square.
Stop by the table and pick up a
• Quilts may be hand quilted,
machine quilted or tied with some

few to sell to all your neighbors
and friends.

form of cotton thread, not yarn.
We will be raffling off a number
• Bindings may be traditionally

of quilts at the show.

attached, or you may use the
“pillow case” method.

This is a large part of the fund
raising we do for "The Tie That

• No “raggy” style quilts as stray
fibers are dangerous to tiny lungs.

Binds". To make the show a
success, we need to sell tickets!
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